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Why don’t the water dept. just cut back in what I see over and over again company vehicles being used for personal reasons they should not be taken home after work hours !! I use to pay my water bill every three months , what I paid every 3 months I am now being charged that every month !! So wasn’t that enough of a raise ? And years back I never paid a storm water run off fee. Wasn’t that enough of a stick it to the consumer fee? I see employees sitting in their trucks sleeping , not working for what seems hours on end !! Cut their wages for lack of work !! And why do the customers have to be forced to pay back the money to the bond holders , we didn’t borrow it or benefit from it either !! It seems as though the water dept needs to manage their finances better or get someone who knows how to !! I’m sorry but this increase is just flat out theft and should not be allowed to be put on the customers !! We have all suffered thru this pandemic , why put more on consumers who are having a difficult time so put more on them so they will never get caught up and possibly become homeless or in dept for the rest of their lives !! This is your plan to make up losses that you could not properly handle to keep you and the bond holders happy and you exempt from paying back your loan !! We didn’t make the deal you did !!!
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